Let's do something good together.
Our planet dies under tons of trash
What to do to reduce the amount used plastic?
REPLACE PLASTIC WITH ECO PACKAGING

LET'S CHANGE THE COURSE OF EVENTS
We are a distributor and producer of products for storing and serving food and drinks, which are made of ecological materials, such as cornmeal, paper, bamboo and sugar cane pulp. Thanks to this, we want to reduce the amount of plastic that goes to the environment and thus create a better tomorrow.

Our goal is to prove and show that we do not need plastic to get functional and convenient packaging. We want to show that you can do it differently!
Replace the plastic packaging with eco!

Look? Function? Strength? Our packaging is no different from plastic products.
What characterizes our products?

• Our products are natural so they can be consumed by microorganisms.

• They do not produce waste

• They are non-toxic and totally safe

• Our products are comfortable, functional and durable. They perform their tasks as well as their plastic counterparts.
We approach each order individually and will gladly adapt them to your needs!

We create ecological prints on our products.
What is PLA?

PLA or poly lactic acid is nothing more than a fully biodegradable material obtained from maize and sugar beet. Its features include:

- Fast distribution
- Transparency and plasticity
- Water and fat resistance
- Perfectly suitable for contact with food.
Sugarcane

Sugar cane pulp is another example of ecological material of natural origin. It is ideal as a replacement for plastic, and you do not need to cut down trees for its production. This material is:

• Durable and stable
• High and low temperature resistant
• Resistant to water and fat
• Completely biodegradable
Our offer includes take-out packaging made of PLA, paper and bamboo-based materials. You can also choose packaging containing a window made of biodegradable materials.
Fast food & street food

Our company also offers a variety of packaging and containers for fast food and street food, and all of them are, of course, made entirely of ecological materials.
Bottles and cups

Our products are also ideal for serving various types of smoothies and both hot and cold drinks.
Other

- Wooden cutlery and cornmeal cutlery
- Dip and tasting containers
- Paper bags and biodegradable carrier bags
- Napkins and tablecloths
- Organic drink straws
Why us? With Isla Verde you can help others!
For orders over PLN 10,000, we are able to save a specific amount for charity collections.

- 1.3% of the order amount is allocated to the Plant trees from Isla Verde campaign, during which we buy and plant trees and plants. Your help is highlighted on our site, along with a link showing where we were able to plant trees together.
- 1% of the amount of the order is allocated to help children through the support of a selected charity fundraiser.
- 0.7% of the order amount is allocated, according to the customer's choice, for:
  a) purchase of toys and clothing for the selected orphanage
  b) purchase of animal feed from a selected shelter / purchase of nesting boxes /
  c) purchase of food for forest animals assistance for centers dealing with the elderly.

Isla Verde deals with the whole organization, searching for companies and does it completely NON PROFIT, using its resources and own funds.
Why Isla Verde?

• Cooperation with Isla Verde is an opportunity to help people, animals and plants.
• In a real way you can reduce the amount of plastic in the environment, creating a better world with us!
• Our clients are distinguished on the website and social media as partners who care for the environment.
• At the client's request, we create ecological prints.

• Partners receive free stickers and signboards showing that the company has chosen green products.
• Thanks to joint cooperation, your company is called good for the environment.
• Partnership affects positive reception by consumers.
• The choice of our products allows us to adapt to the latest trends and consumer needs.
• The possibility of presenting our products at the customer.
• Companies cooperating with Isla Verde receive an ecological certificate
CAN YOU BE MORE ECO?
NAME CHOOSES ECOPACKAGING FROM PLANTS FROM ISLA VERDE

LET'S DO SOMETHING GOOD TOGETHER!

CAN YOU BE MORE ECO?
NAME USES ECOPACKAGING FROM PLANTS FROM ISLA VERDE

NAME IS ECO
NAME HELPS US PLANT TREES
CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT TREES
WWW.ISLAPERDE.PL
ISLA VERDE CERTIFICATE

Granted to

NAME

NAME is a company that supports the environment by choosing packaging from plants and supports the trees planting process.

MICHAŁ OBEL
GENERAL DIRECTOR
Let's do something good together

Isla Verde

Thanks for watching!